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Abstra t
We present a means in whi h individual members of a multi-robot team may allo ate themselves into
spe ialist and generalist ni hes in a multi-foraging task where there may exist a ost for generalist
strategies. Through the use of reinfor ement learning, we show that the members an allo ate themselves into e e tive distributions onsistent with those distributions predi ted by optimal foraging
theory. These distributions are established without prior knowledge of the environment, without
dire t ommuni ation between team members, and with minimal state.
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Introdu tion and Motivation

Foraging tasks are a standard testbed for multi-robot resear h partly due to their strong biologi al
analogs as well as their appli ability in a large number of tasks ranging from sample olle tion to
mine disposal. In multi-robot foraging tasks, the robots omposing the team sear h for obje ts to
olle t (attra tors) in an area and return the attra tors found to a goal lo ation. Multi-foraging is a
variant of the typi al foraging task in that instead of a single type of attra tor, there exist multiple
di ering types. A signi ant amount of resear h has been ondu ted in the area of multi-robot
foraging. This resear h in ludes but is not limited to the e e ts of ommuni ation on multi-robot
foraging (Bal h & Arkin, 1994), interferen e patterns in multi-robot foraging tasks (Goldberg &
Matari, 1997), as well as the dynami s of olle tive sorting in a foraging task (Denebourg et al.,
1990). Of parti ular interest is Bal h's work on erning the diversity of multi-robot teams that learn
to perform a multi-foraging task (Bal h, 1998). In this work, Bal h found that the team of robots
did not learn to spe ialize in the foraging task even though multiple types of attra tors existed.
In fa t, using the so ial entropy metri developed within his thesis, he found that team diversity
and performan e were negatively orrelated. This paper fo uses upon this result and attempts to
answer why the robots that learned the foraging task did not spe ialize, and what ould ause a
multi-foraging team to spe ialize. To address these questions we look towards the optimal foraging
theory literature to provide insight into models of natural organisms' foraging behavior and the
parameters that may result in spe ialized foraging behavior as well as generalist foraging behavior.
1.1

Optimal Foraging Theory

Optimal foraging theory, whi h is used by behavioral e ologists to model the foraging behavior of
organisms ranging from birds (Krebs et al., 1997) and mantes (Charnov, 1976) to bees (Real, 1991),
has looked extensively at the problem of nding the most eÆ ient means in whi h an organism
may forage. Optimal foraging theory operates under the assumption that evolution has adapted the
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foraging behavior of organisms to maximize ertain fa tors while minimizing others as a means of
in reasing its reprodu tive tness. The usual interpertation of these optimization fa tors in lude
the maximization of alori intake and the minimization of other fa tors su h as predatory risk or
energy expenditure.
Resear h in this area has produ ed numerous models to des ribe this behavior. Most of these
models utilize some ombination of four fa tors: a tness set for the foraging a tivities, a tivity
sele tion, negative density dependen e, and variable environments (Wilson & Yoshimura, 1994).
The tness set aptures the intuitive notion that spe ialized foragers are usually more e e tive
than generalized foragers. A tivity sele tion allows for the organism to hange its foraging behavior
between di ering prey types or di ering environments. Negative density dependen e fa tors apture
the notion that foraging de isions are made in the ontext of the number of other organisms already
performing a parti ular foraging a tion. Lastly, temporally varying environments are used as a
means of modeling seasonal variations or other hanging fa tors in the environment that may ause
di erent distributions of foragers.
Ma Arther and Pianka, in their seminal paper on optimal foraging theory (Ma Arthur & Pianka,
1966), developed a model to determine the most eÆ ient means in whi h an organism an forage in
a pat hy environment. Of parti ular interest to this work, is the portion of the model that des ribe
the onditions in whi h ompeting foraging spe ies, one a spe ialist and one a generalist, will be
overrun by the generalist forager. They des ribe the net intake of food for a spe ialist forager as
kDH where k represents the foraging rate, D the density of food items, and H is the time spent
foraging. For the generalist forager the net intake is equal to k0 DH0 where k0 < k to represent the
trade o between generalist and spe ialist strategies and H < H0 to represent the redu ed sear h
time in urred by the generalist. This de nes the parameter ranges in whi h spe ialist foragers an
be expe ted to intermingle with generalist foragers, namely while
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Another model of interest is that proposed by Wilson and Yoshimura on erning the oexisten e
of spe ialist and generalist foragers (Wilson & Yoshimura, 1994). In their model they de ne tness
levels for organisms a ross di erent environments though the use of a arrying apa ity K. This
arrying apa ity is de ned on a per spe ies and per environment basis su h that Ki,j represents the
arrying apa ity of spe ies i in habitat j. This arrying apa ity is utilized to represent spe ialist
and generalists though the use of onstants a and b. Thus the arrying apa ities of the di erent
spe ies in a parti ular environment an be expressed as
K1;1

= K1 ; K2;1 = aK1 ; K3;1 = bK1 :

(2)

These relationships between the arrying apa ities of the di erent spe ies are used to determine
the individual tness of a spe ies as
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where r is a onstant rate of in rease for all spe ies and Ni,j is the number of spe ies i in habitat j.
By iterating this tness value along with the urrent population of a spe ies in that habitat using a
standard dis rete-time population model,
N

i,j,t+1

= Ni,j,t Wi,j,t ;

(4)

they are able to predi t the number of the three spe ies that will be present in ea h habitat upon
stabilization of the system.
1.2

Reinfor ement Learning

This insight of treating foraging as an optimization pro ess leads to the utilization in our investigation of a ommon optimization te hnique in roboti s, namely reinfor ement learning. Reinfor ement
learning is a ma hine learning te hnique in whi h an agent learns through trial and error to maximize
rewards re eived for taking parti ular a tions in parti ular states over an extended period of time.
More pre isely, given a set of environmental states S , and a set of agent a tions A, the agent learns
a poli y,  , whi h maps the urrent state of the world s 2 S , to an a tion a 2 A, su h that the sum
of the reinfor ement signals r are maximized over a period of time.
There are a number of te hniques for maximizing this reinfor ement signal in luding but not
limited to su h te hniques as Q-learning and the adaptive heuristi riti algorithm (Kaelbling et
al., 1996). For our experiments, however, we hose a relatively simple method to al ulate the value
of taking a given a tion in a given state, namely by al ulating the average reward over state, a tion
pairs. This average an be al ulated using

Q (s; a0 ) ;
Q(s; a) = N (s; a)Q(s; aN) (+s;ra+) +max
2
a0

(5)

where r is the reward re eived for taking the a tion, maxa Q (s; a0 ) is the reward that would be
re eived by taking the optimal a tion after that, and N (s; a) is the number of times the robot has
taken a tion a in state s. By hoosing the a tion with the highest Q-value, and allowing for the
robot to hoose a random a tion with a given probability, the robot an explore the state spa e
and onverge upon the a tion with the greatest average reward. For a more detailed dis ussion of
reinfor ement learning refer to (Sutton & Barto, 1998) and (Kaelbling et al., 1996).
0
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Related Work

A large body of resear h has looked at using reinfor ement learning as a means of guiding multirobot teams in foraging tasks. Matari has analyzed the performan e of su h foraging robots using
reinfor ement learning (Matari, 1997). Bal h has measured the behavioral diversity of teams that
have learned foraging tasks (Bal h, 1998). A signi ant amount of resear h has also addressed the
division of labor in foraging tasks, both in the ontext of multi-robot teams, as well as so ial inse ts.
Jones and Matari have looked at means of using limited sensory history to estimate the proper
division of labor in a foraging task (Jones & Matari, 2003). Martinson and Arkin investigated
the utility of reinfor ement learning as a means of guiding role swit hing in a military s enario
involving foraging robots, soldier robots, and me hani s (Martinson & Arkin, 2003). Additional
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division of labour models have been proposed in the ontext of so ial inse ts. Bonabeau et al.
developed a division of labor model for so ial inse ts utilizing response thresholds (Bonabeau et al.,
1996). Theraulaz et al. extended this model to allow for threshold adjustment via the use of a
reinfor ement pro ess (Theraulaz et al., 1998).

3

Method

Using the Teambots robot simulation environment, ve di erent worlds were reated with 5 perent random obsta le overage and 40 randomly distributed attra tors olored blue and red. Eleven
variations of these worlds were generated by varying the proportion of red attra tors present su h
that the number of red attra tors ranged from 0 to 20. Four simulated Nomad 150 robots were
pla ed into the world. Ea h robot an exe ute one of three foraging strategies: a spe ialist red
attra tor foraging behavior, a spe ialist blue attra tor foraging behavior, and a generalist foraging
behavior in whi h the robot would olle t either type of attra tors. Ea h robot's ontroller is designed using the Clay ar hite ture (Bal h, 1998) of Teambots whi h allows for the reation of motor
s hema based ontrol systems. We use the reinfor ement learning algorithm des ribed previously to
enable ea h robot to learn whi h of the three di erent foraging strategies to use. Ea h robot has
only one state and in that state an hoose from three a tions orresponding to the three foraging
behaviors des ribed above.
In order to apture the notion of the tness set in optimal foraging theory we utilize a s alar
for the reward fun tion of the general forager. This s alar an vary from 1, indi ating there is
no ost to being a general forager to, 0 whi h indi ates that general foraging is ine e tual. This
reward model is is further expanded to in lude the notion of sear h ost as Ma Arther and Pianka's
model indi ate that this may play an important role in spe ialization of natural organisms foraging
behaviors. Thus for ea h timestep spent sear hing for attra tors the robot re eives a penalty of -1,
indi ating a signi ant sear h ost, or 0 indi ating there is no signi ant ost to sear hing. Thus
the reward fun tion an be depi ted as:
g

81
<
R(t) = 1
: 1; 0
g

if the attra tor is returned using a spe ialist behavior at time t - 1;
if the attra tor is returned using the generalist behavior at time t - 1;
if the robot does not return an attra tor at time t-1:

The ost s alar was varied from 0 to 1 in in rements of 0.2 and sear h ost was varied between 0
and -1. Three hundred trials were run in ea h on guration.
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Results

The resulting behavior sele tion of the individual robots was measured. Figure 1 depi ts the results
of the experiments when the foraging robot does not take the ost of the a tual foraging into a ount.
Figures 1a, 1b, and 1 show the number of robots that perform the red foraging, blue foraging, and
general foraging strategies respe tively for a given on guration of general foraging reinfor ement
levels and attra tor distribution. Figure 2 shows the same trials run with the addition of a penalty for
ea h time step spent sear hing for attra tors. Figures 2a, 2b, and 2 depi t the resulting behavioral
distribution for ea h of the three strategies with this additional negative reinfor ement in pla e.
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Figure 1: Distributions of four robots with no sear h ost as de ned by the ost of generalization,
g , and the number of red attra tors out of 40
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Figure 2: Distributions of four robots with signi ant sear h ost as de ned by the ost of generalization, g , and the number of red attra tors out of 40
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Dis ussion

A baseline ase o urs when there is no tradeo between general and spe ialized foraging strategies.
In the trials run, this parameterization o urs when the reward level for attra tors returned using
any strategy is 1. In the trials where there is a ost asso iated with sear hing as well as when there
is no ost, a homogeneous team of general purpose foragers results as predi ted by Bal h's work on
the diversity of multi-foraging teams. For the lower red attra tor distribution, the general purpose
foragers intermingle with blue foraging spe ialists as there are too few red attra tors to mandate a
fully homogeneous generalist team.
Further analysis is possible by looking at some of the model's predi tions on erning the proper
distribution of spe ialists and generalists. In parti ular, we an look Ma Arthur and Pianka's predi tions on erning the the riti al points in whi h generalist foragers will overrun spe ialist foragers.
The parameters in our simulation an be mapped to the parameters in Ma Arthur and Pianka's
model readily. The reinfor ement levels for the generalist and spe ialist strategies times the reward
r
an be mapped to k0 and k respe tively. The parameters for the time spent foraging, H and H0 ,
an be mapped to the simulation by noting that the foraging time for the two strategies will be
be proportional to the number of attra tors available to be olle ted via a given strategy. Hen e,
5
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Figure 3: Criti al points for the transition to homogeneous generalist teams via Ma Arther and
Pianka's model.
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Figure 4: Allo ations for four robots using Wilson and Yoshimura's model
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the time spent foraging for the spe ialist will be proportional to max
and the time spent
A
+A
A
+A
foraging for the generalist will be proportional to A +A
where Ared and Ablue represent the
number of red and blue attra tors respe tively.
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red

red

blue

red

blue

blue
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By pla ing these values in equation 1, the riti al points in whi h the spe ialists are overrun with
generalists an be al ulated as:
(Ared ;Ablue )
h max
r
Ared +Ablue
= g
Ared +Ablue
r
h Ared +Ablue
max(Ared ; Ablue )
= g;
Ared + Ablue

(6)

where r is is the reward for returning an attra tor under the spe ialist strategies and h represents
some onstant handling time for attra tor olle tion.
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(A
;A
)
Figure 3 shows a plot of max
and three di erent reward multiples for the generalist
A
+A
foraging strategies where the reward level was multiplied by 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The interse tions
between the reinfor ement fa tor fun tions and the maximum proportion of the attra tors available
to the spe ialist depi t the riti al points at whi h the team should onverge upon a homogeneous
generalist strategy. The data presented in gure 2 shows that the team did in fa t onverge on the
homogeneous strategy, but slightly later then predi ted by the optimal foraging model. The trials
in whi h g = 0:6 onverged to a homogeneous team when at Ared = 18 as opposed to the predi ted
Ared = 16. At g = 0:8 the onvergen e did not o ur until Ared = 12. In both the our simulation
runs and in the Ma Arther and Pianka's model, a homogeneous team of foragers does not emerge
for g  0:4.
red

red

blue

blue

We an do a similar omparison to Wilson and Yoshimura's model des ribed previously. We assign
the arrying apa ities of ea h spe ies as
= Nred ; Kblue,red = aNred ; Kgen,red = bNred
K
= Nblue ; Kred,blue = aNblue ; Kgen,blue = bNblue ;
blue,blue
K
red,red

(7)

with a = 0, and b = g , utilize equations 3 and 4 to determine the stable on guration, and then
normalize the results for four agents. The resulting on guration spa e is shown in gure 4. As an
be readily seen, the results are strikingly similar to results of the simulations foraging runs made in
whi h sear h ost was not onsidered as a signi ant portion of the reward fun tion. The results
from our reinfor ement learning allo ation produ ed slightly sharper urves at the data points with
low values of g and low proportion of red attra tors when ompared to Wilson and Yoshimura's
predi tions. Also, the bifur ation that o urs at when g = 0:6 with the appearan e of generalist
foragers and the disappearan e of red foragers is not as pronoun ed in our simulation results. The
generalist foragers do begin to emerge and spe ialist red foragers begin to dissapear but not as
drasti ally as their optimal foraging model would predi t.
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Con lusions and Future Work

Reinfor ement learning appears to be an e e tive means for individual robots to learn foraging
strategies in environments where multiple types of attra tors exist and the e e tiveness between generalized foraging strategies and spe ialized strategies may be variable. Using the method des ribed
in this paper, the robots were able to a hieve e e tive distributions in unknown environmens without the use of dire t ommuni ation and with the use of minimal state. By modeling the trade-o
between the e e tiveness of general and spe ialized foraging strategies via a reward fun tion, the individual robots were able to learn strategies resulting in team omposition that is onsistent with the
foraging distributions predi ted by Wilson and Yoshimura's model. When sear h ost be ame the
de ning fa tor in the foraging behavior the distributions losely onverged to homogeneous generalist teams at the points predi ted by Ma Arther and Pianka. Bal h's work on erning the diversity
in multi-robot teams that learn the foraging task have been shown to be onsitant with both the
optimal foraging models as well as the simulation trials des ribed in this paper in whi h there existed
no ost to performing generalist foraging. While we have looked at the extreme parameterizations
of sear h ost in our simulations, it may prove fruitful to investigate the e e t of more moderate
7

sear h ost on ni he sele tion for a foraging task. Additional investigation into the s alability of the
method des ribed in this paper over additional foraging behaviors as well as attra tor types may
also prove interesting.
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